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Introduction

Real Space renormalization methods have permitted important

progress in the understanding of critical properties near a

phase transition. They were mainly applied to the study of

thermal properties of a great variety of different physical

systems. In the last years these scaling ideas have been applied

successfully to analyse dynamical properties, through the

calculation of the density of states of various elementary

excitations present in condensed matter * ' . These tech-

niques have been mainly used to study systems described by

linear chain tight binding hainiltonians, although they have

recently been extended to treat Bethe and Husiai cactus

lattices(4>5).

Its simplicity makes it suitable to study ill-condensed

matter properties (diagonal, non-diagonal, confirrational and

topplogical disordered systems). It has been shown that the

method permits., the application of different approximated

schemes to treat the disorder which on one hand they are m<*re

accurate, that the traditional C.P.A. at least for lattices with

small coordination number Z, and in the other more efficient in

term3 of computational time than the recursion method and

cluster numerical simulation.

The intention of this seminar is to analyse the main idias

involved, the potentialities of this «normalization method

when applied to study dynamical properties of different systems,

with an emphasis on the understanding of the electronic proper-

ties of amorphous matter, mainly semiconductors.

I - One-dircentional system,'.

The tight binding linear chain is the simplest possible
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system.to which this method has been applied and its description

is pjarticularly usefull to understand the ideas involved.

The local density of states of a linear chain hamiltor.ian

of identical atoms given by

H = V r C+ioCjo (I.I)
(ij)

can be obtained decimating the local green function equation

G0Q = go + go V (Gio + Gio) •: (1.2)

where

G00 ' < < C i ^ C o a » Ô , ( I

o

This results in a renormali.'.ation o' the locator go a.id the

propagator V at each step.

Tha imaginary pert of the fixed point obtained for the

locator corresponds to the electronic density of status of the

linear chain.
(3)

The renorraalization process defines a Poincará map ~" for

the variable E ( N ) - i/N)/V(N) given by

E(N) „ ̂ « - l y . 2 (I.4)
where .to and V are the reno • i.̂ lized frequency and hopping

integral respectively .and N labels the iteration.

This mapping processes a chaotic region for |u|<2

which corresponds to the support of the electronic density of

states and a non-chaotic region |u|>2 where there are no ciyen

states.

Defining a density of visits D(c>) as the number of visits

to the interval (u,to+du) after N-»-» iterations of the nap (I.A)
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it is possible to show that D(w) coincides with the density

of states of the linear chain

It is interesting to note that the map defined in (1.4)

is a particular case of a more general map, extensivelly

studied by Feingenbaun within the context of the theory of

chaosC6>.

Although the density of states for the ordered linear chain

is a very well known object, it constitutes an excellent exam-

ple to develop renorraalization techniques, with the idea that

this scheme could in principle be extended to more complicated

situations, for instance, two or three dimensional systems.

The more interesting a >ects of this formalism are obtained

when they are applied to disorder systems. For the case of the

linear chain there have been several proposals to include the

disorder, which has been in all cases treated approximate-

ly '*' ' .In order to Apply the formalism, the renormalization

relat' Í for the locator and the propagator have to be

confi. , tionally independent, which in fact they are not. A6 a

consequence, an approximation has to be done. Some authors have

taken the configurational average over the contribution of t!-e

decimated points to the self energy in the first iteration or

in the second . Better results are obtained averaging the

diagonal green function corresponding to the decimated point

at each stage. ^ ,

Although these results are approximated they are more

accurate than thoiae resultant from mean field approximations

like C.P.A. with the additional advantage in terms of numerical

calculation that they are not self consistent. This is a

consequence of the fact that in low dimensional systems, Z be-
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ing small, the conf igurational fluctuations neglected in near:

field theories are very important. The renormalization te.'i-

niques are capable of reproducing the main features of the

density of states (peaks and gaps) because, even if in each

iter 'ion the information of the decimated points are averaged,

the disorder is maintained at each step, which implies thai

fluctuations of all orders are included. Very recently a

method has been proposed which consists essentially in deci-

mating clusters which size is frequency dapendent, so as to

permit the density of states for the disord•*c linear chain to

converge, numerically speaking, to the exact result .

The applicability of real space renorraalization techniques

are not restricted to systems described by nearest-netghbottr

tight binding hamiltonians. All physical quantit'as satisfying

an equation with the structure given in (1.2) are good candi-

dates to be studied by this formalism. This is the case of the

Í8)
Kronig and Penney model described by a potential given by

M
VCx). - $o t 6(x-naJ (1.5)

If the function:*

,, . ikx _ -ikx /T ,»
#< « An e +Bn e (1.6)

are. taken to he the basis to represent the harai ltonian, the

following recursion relation is satisfied

n ac

where

ao " -

(2P)E/h)
1 / 2 ... . (1.9b)
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which is similar to equation (1.2) and can be decimated to ob-

tain the eigenfunctions and eigenva1 -s of the problem.

For the case of an ordered linear chain the renorraalisation

relation is similar to equation (1.4)

aB - a2 . - 2 (1.9)

n n—1

If ve were to impose periodic boundary conditions to a chain

of N atoms, the last decimation before eliminating all points

of the chain corresponds to the number N = tuli/Zui with a
. . - . ^ i,

final result for a = 2 which is the fixed point of the
NL

napping (1.9) . This relation stablishes that: the correct set
of starting values for a (k(E)) has to be such as to satisfy

• o

that after N iterations the a -»• a «2. The starting
° L

values fulfilling this condition determines the k's and the

eigenvalues of the finite chain. It is easy to realize that all

values of a that reach the fixed point a =2 after a number

N<H of iterations belong to the correct starting set. The
It • .

distribution of these values r>hich are contained within the

interval (-2,2) is equivalent: to the density of visits obtained

2 -1/2
for the case of the nearest neighbour linear chain D(a)=(4-a )

As a consequence the density of states for a Kronig Penney model

can be written in-r-idiately as being

PKp(E) « /j2<C.- ^

(I.10)

Generally speaking the existence of boundary conditions in

a finite linear chain determines which is the valuí for the

aM coefficient. To obtain the starting set a and from it the
H °
eigenvalues and eigcnf unct ion*;, it is useful to iterate the

inverse Poincaré mapping ;:, times
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taking all possible combinations of + and - signs.. This could

be an efficient procedure to study the behaviour of small

particles an 1 its spectroscopic properties as a function of

.ize(9>.

II - The Bethe Lattice

The extention of the method described in tha previous

sections for two end three dita*nsionts presents" an essential

difficulty. For lattices of dimensionality greater than one the

decimation of the nearest-neighbours change the structure of

the equation of motion for the green function not allowing an

assignment between parameters so as to define the renomalization

relation . In the case of a square lattice, for instance, one

point in the lattice linked to its four nearest-neighbours is

after the first decimation linked to eight lattice points.

Although it is possible to define several approximated cell to

cell renormalization approaches tha results obtained are

essentially incorrect because they are not able to reproduce

adequately the density of states of the ordered system. For t. -.

case of ordered lattices a similar s.cbet.a. to the on?, applied t>

the linear ordered chain can be used, operating in the recipv£

cal space. For a square laf.ticí* it can be shova that the

density of states can be obtained, just by simply calculating

the density of visits of a suptrposad mapping of two sunned

(3)independent variables . However these id^as can not be

extended to the more interesting situation of a disorder»?d

lattice for which it is not possible to define a reciprocal

«pace, .

Within th • context of the decimation procedure applied to
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linear chains, it can be defined a renoroalization approach

applicable to Bethe lattices* * . Even if they are objects far

fro» any real lattice they can reproduce the local environment

correctly for systems o£ two or three dimensions. Topologically

speaking the linear chain and the Bether lattice are equivalent

(a linear chain is a Bethe lattice of Z - 2). The localized

density of states of an ordered Bethe lattice is identical to

the density of states at the surface of a semi-infinite linear

chain*10* defined by

where

ts - fa V (II.2a)

t • » £ T V (II.2b)

and V is the non diagonal clement of the real Bethe lattic-

The semi-infinite linear chain can be decimated similarly to

tht infinite linear chain. In this case tw• frequencies

u • g.t and u » gt have to be defined satisfying differ

ent rencrmal: zation relations. In terms t>f these variables a

two dimensional mapping is determined by

H (N-l) (N-l) . .

S S V

Although an cxtention of the result obtained for the linear

chain, would permit us to suppose th?t the density of visits

of ths variable u , D(u ), corresponds to the density of
8 S

states of the Bethe lattice, this is not so. The region where
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chaotic behaviour is found for the mapping (II.3a) coincides

with the support of the density of states of tiie Bethe lattice

( |«|</Z-1). However, this is not true for (II.3b).

A «ore interesting approach for the deciniation of the

Bethe lattice is based on a formalism which permits to trerjt

the disordered lattice (in principle any kind of disorder)

using the same ideas that were succ«-$ful for the one dimensio

al case.

The foraalism is based on a diagrwrwuuic .icheiaa which re-

constructs an arbitrary Bethe lattice from a conveniently.

definei linear chain, which is taken to be the basic diagram-

(4 5)aatic element * . It can be seen that the Btthe lattice is

obtained as a limit of an iterative procedure. At each step of

this procedure all free vertices of an infinite linear chain

are linked to other seir>i-infinite chain of the same structu.i.

It cau be shown that this renornalization process ctefi . ;

for the case oi a pure Bethe lattice a Poincaré napping given

N Z-2f (H-l) (N-l)2 ,,1/2^
.» • - »j 2~-v« ) - (w - 4 ) ) • (II.4)

where w_ is the frequen ' starting value. The fixed point of
• . ' • . ' . • • • •

this renorm.iTization process is

Z» + (Z-2)/,,2 - 4(7.-1)

L

In fig.l «* is represented as a function of u_. Tf.a wull known

density of states of the Bethe lattice can bo obtained from

(--J^). In fig. 1 the path by the iteration process is

shown an dotted lines. In the region |Ui|<2(Z-l) u* has a

imaginary part. As this renorr.ai i zation scheme dresses the:
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(N)
vertices by linear chains at each step, u gains an imaginary

(N)
part only when it satisfies the relation u <2, value from

which it converges to the complex fixed oint.

This is very instructive to understand how is the process

of convergence for the more interesting case of a disorder

Bethe lattice.

Ill - Amorphous Semiconductors

An obvious extention of the method analysed in Section II

can be applied for the case of a disordered Husimi cactus .

It is generally accepted that an important topological proper-

ty of amorphous tetrahedral bonded semiconductor lattice, is the

existence, due to disorder, of odd as well as even rings, the

smallest of which involves five bonds, statistically

. . . . .(12) ,_....,-.

distributed

The impossibility of satisfying tho antibonding electronic

state for a closed loop of odd number of atoms produces an

erotion of the states near the antibonding band edge. This is

an important topological disorder effect, between others ' ,

because it changes the gap value of the semiconductor. It can

be qualitatively studied in a Kusimi cactus, mixing with

arbitrary concentration rings of five and six number of bonds

as it is shown in fig. 2, with concentration x and (1-x)

respectively.

The electronic density of states for this system is rhorm

in fig. 3.: It corresponds to a one orbital first-neighbour

tight binding harailtonian. Two rcain features are worthwhile

mentioning. For intermediate concentrations of five and six-

fold rings, the density of states is smoother in comparison

with the result gained for a pure cactus. This is consistent
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with photoemission measurements of amorphous silicon which

shows a curve without the characteristic peaks of the crystal-

(14)
line structure . The result suggests that the Bethe lattice,

being a ringless lattice with a smooth density of states, could

be considered as an average, a sort of mean field approximation

for the ring statistics.

There is an erotion of the density states near the low

energy edge. The edge has not a perceptible dependence upon

concentration up to values of x* 0.9, above which, it changes

rapidly. This is related with the presence of a percolating

path of six-fold rings that are the only ones that contribute

tó the lower-energy tail, being x~0«9 t n e percolation threshold.

In our case this band edge is not a Lifshiftz point due to tli *

infinite dinesionality of the Rethe lattice.

This calculation shows that the topological disorder related

with the ring statistics cau be represented, in a first approxi-

mation by a Bethe lattice. Using this lattice our purpose now

is to study the effect of impurities typically Hydrogen in

Silicon, which introduces a completely different type of dis-

order into the sy3tera.

In order to study the real density of states of amorphous

Silicon we include four sp orbitais corresponding to the

valence states of the Silicon atom. A simplified version of a

tight binding haroiltonicn which describes some of the main

features of a four orbital first neighbour tight binding

random retwork has bees? proposed by Wearie and Thorpe . They

have shown that the dersity of stateo of their simplified

harai Itoni a;> ran be mapped into a density of states of an S band

system with the same topological structure. However this
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hamiltonian has some important short-conings. Two of the p

atomic orbitais do not hybridized to constitute a molecular

orbital, which in the density of states appears as two delta

functions at th« top of the valence and conduction band. This

problem can be overcome describing the system by an

Hamiltonian which includes all possible nearest nei<; r

hopping integrals . Unfortunately taking these more general

Hamilton!an, there is no mapping of a four orbital density of

states into a one-orbital density of states. In order to be

able to apply the decimation technique used for the Bethe lattice,

we have to generalize the procedure for the case of four orbitais

per site. This can be done by simply rewriting the renormalizc-.d

equations in terrts of 4 x h matrices

Many different theoretical approaches have been used to

study the electronic properties of hydrogenated amorphous

Silicon. They arc essenciálly two different types of theories:

a) those which strictly speaking are only applicable to systems

with zero concentration of impurilios as for instance the Cluster

( 18 19 ̂
Bethè latticev ' '. The Hydrogen, sitted in a different

possible configuration is surrounded by an appropriate environ-

ment of pure material. This structure is treated exactly and

the rest of the lattice is repr--.enteei by a Bethe lattice. \ •

Similar procedures have been propo; ;d using quantum chemistry

methods , These theories are unable to study the effects

of inter-impurity interference which certainly is present in

Si:H which can have, up to 20% of Hydrogen; b) the well known

mean field approaches, typically C.P.A., which have the r.hort-

coraing that for systems with low coordination number (Silicon

has Z«4) do not include properly coiupositional fluctuations.
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This method has been applied to hydrogenated crystalline Silicon

It has the difficulty that for lo™ concentration of Hydrogen

the density of states reproduces the Van Hove singularities as

peaks, absent in an amorphous structure.

Defects of various Si-H bonding conformations have been

(72 23)
suggested to explain some of the experimental results ' .

Unfortunately these results remains controversial. Ultraviolet

photo emission spectra for a Si:H reflects the appearence of

, three characteristic peaks C, D, and E that are not present

in a:Si as it is shown in fig. A. However this structure has

not beí-n founded in recent measurements which shows other peak-

localized at cüifferent values.

We will nof: discuss which should be the î ost appropriate

hydrogen conformation inside an amorphous Silicon substrate.

Instead we will adopt the simplest one, within the context of

our formalism,in order to use it as an example to shov all tin-

possibilities of the de cinintion procedure. We take a monohy ilr i.'e

substitutional four fold site impurity that has been studied

C21 25)
by different author:-, ' . This hydrogenated vacancy is such

that the four dangling bonds directed into a vacancy are

saturated by a Hydrogen atom. Due to its structure it can be

treated as a subs titut ional impurity by defining effective .;p

orbitais adequately combining the four hydrogenic s orbitais.

(21)
Taken the matrix element used by Papaconstnntopuíuí; et ai t

applied to a first-neighbour Bcthe lattice, it is possible to

obtain the density of states shovn in fig. 5 ar-à 6 for different

concentrations of impurities. The results shov the well known

gap enhancement produced by the presence of Hydrogen and the

existence of an antibondin?, peak very near the bottom of the.



band. The split off peak at the bottom of the valence band,

corresponding to the bonding level, has been seen recently in

(25)
photoemission experiments . A shoulder near the top of the

valence band, is transformed into a peak with a clear anti-

resonance besides it which increases with hydrogen content,

showing the importance of the interference betx^een the impurities

as concentration increases. No other intermediate peaks appear

in the valence band region.

• From these results we conclude that a monohydride substitu-

tional four fold site inpurity can not explain the peaks C, D

and E seen in pht Coeraission experiments. As has already be

mentioned the existence of these peaks is controverti ai and

probably depends upon the way in which the sample is prepared.

Conclusions

Real space renormalization techniques show to be a powerful

method to calculate the density of states of different elementary

excitations in solids. It is particularly interesting when

applied to disorder systems because it permits the formulation

of a simple approximated schema to treat the disorder which

incorporates compositional fluctuations at all orders, or even

to obtain exact numerical results in a more efficient way in

terms of computational time than numerical simulation. Unfortunat

ly, up to the moment it has not been possible to extend the

method using a simple formalism to study two or three dimensional

lattices. The method is restricted to linnar chains, Bo the or

Husimi cactus lattices which are not able to reproduce a real

system due to its topology. Gaskets admit the application of

decimation techniques and they have nuch more conectivity
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that the Bethe lattice. Research oriented to the application

of these structures to describe amorphous semiconductors is

now in progres.
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Renormalization process for the self'energy
of an ordered Bethe Lattice.

Fig. 2

wi cactus Lattice formr-1 by a randoüi
distribuition of licxagons and pentagons.
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Fig. 5
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\

Density of states for one orhital binary alloy

Husimi cactus composed by hexwi; »ris and pcntaj»on.s

with concctration x and 1-x respectivelly.

Fig. 4

Ultraviolet .otoemission spectra for a-Si

(dashed line) and hidrojjenated a-Si (solid

line) ref.14 .
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Fig. 5
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Density of states of pure Si
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Fig. 6

T o t a l d e n s i t y of s t ; i t c s fo r the a l l o y

a t Ch=: 0,1 .


